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Ivanti
®
 Unified Endpoint Management 

Your organization’s employees depend on multiple 

devices, and each should be personalized to their 

business needs. However, managing their 

endpoints demands coverage of both the user 

experience and the device. With Ivanti, you gain that 

coverage with an integrated, total-picture 

management experience. When everything is 

visible, you can ensure productivity reigns supreme 

both with users and your IT staff, regardless of what 

device they choose. 

 

Manage Users, Not Just Their Devices 

Organizations must address how to manage and enable the 

operating systems, applications, and profiles in corporate 

environments. It’s time to end the complexities of separate 

solutions for enterprise mobility management (EMM), client 

management, and user experience management. When 

you deploy the right endpoint management solution, expect 

it to do the following: 

▪ Simplify and secure enterprise mobility alongside your 

users’ laptops and desktops 

▪ Apply policies, personalization, and actions quickly 

across all devices 

▪ Provide assets or services to users via self-service or a 

targeted distribution 

▪ Leverage the intelligence of the system to determine 

which users and devices get what 

No one else can do this like Ivanti because others don’t 

unify the management of all systems users leverage—

Windows (physical and virtual), macOS, Linux, Unix, iOS, 

and Android. Ivanti covers everything from mobile device 

management (MDM)-style functionality to user security 

configurations and profile settings. 

Keep Pace with Windows 10 Management 

Ivanti Unified Endpoint Management allows you to migrate 

users’ personal settings and files easily to Windows 10. 

However, migration is only the start of the Windows 10 

journey, and Ivanti also automates the large, frequent 

Windows-as-a-Service updates with minimized network 

overhead. The solution manages all aspects of your user 

workspace, including the software that drives productivity in 

your organization. 

Integration that Unifies IT 

Many IT solution vendors profess to “work with” or be 

“compatible with” other solutions claiming to provide Unified 

Endpoint Management (UEM). However, when something 

goes wrong, the finger pointing begins. With Ivanti, you 

have a single vendor for all aspects of endpoint 

management. The Ivanti solution also integrates across IT 

disciplines to create unified solutions focused on increasing 

security, asset tracking and license compliance, and 

automation for digital transformation. 

Visibility to Act Faster 

The discovery and inventory of all endpoints is also key to 

unifying IT. When you add the right data integrated into a 

business-value dashboard, life in IT becomes clearer and 

actions happen faster. Ivanti® Xtraction helps you create 

business value dashboards easily—without data scientists 

or gurus—and ties together all your information into data 

visualizations that make sense and promote quick action 

from your teams. 
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Deliver Common User Experiences Across 

Devices 

Your users want more than content; they long for a better 

user experience—achieved through a user workspace 

that’s personalized. A personalized workspace also delivers 

higher productivity when logon times are shortened and 

desktop responsiveness is improved. Witness the number 

of support calls drop as you increase user satisfaction. 

Plus, help your new employees start out right by ensuring 

all their devices are configured consistently, ready to help 

them excel at their jobs.  

Resolve Users’ Support Issues Universally 

When a user needs support, ensure the resolution covers 

all the devices they carry. Remote-control their PC, 

distribute software and patches or reimage their device on 

an individual basis, or do any of these actions on a broader 

scale. With these tools at hand, you’ll elevate the level of 

service and eliminate repeat calls. 

Install On-Premises, in the Cloud, or as a 

Managed Service 

Where some vendors only provide a single delivery model, 

Ivanti delivers the same management functionality and 

benefits either on-premises or in the cloud. When in the 

cloud, choose to either use your own resources or leverage 

Ivanti’s expertise to perform core management tasks, 

leaving your team to concentrate on other business-

focused projects. You won’t find more flexible, integrated 

UEM solutions that fit your organization’s needs. 

Gain visibility and manage the devices your people 

employ—all within a unified, simplified experience. 
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